LEMM& 1. Let k, 1, k, and 1, be integms different fram 0, f 1. Tken GksE is isonmvpkic to GkI , 1 ifand only if either jkl =Ik,j mzd \E\ =I&/, ~riki=iZ,Iand/ZI~=ik,I. DEFINITION. Two elements ulI and z+ of I;;, are said to be equivalent if and only if there exists an automorphism + of F, such that +.ul = z~a . The element zu of F, is said to be of minimal length if the length j 'IU j of zu is less than or equal to the length of any element equivalent to ZL'. LERrn,rA 2. Let p, t, T, s and k be integm such that p > 0, 1 t 1 > 2, 1 t + 1 1 > 2, ( r j 3 2, j s 1 > 2 and 1 k 1 > 2. Then xIrx;' and (xlkx;*)p x;l are both of minimal length in F, .
Proof.
This follows immediately from Theorem 3 of Ref [4] .
LEMMA 3. Let k and 1 be integers da@wnt from 0, I1 and let I = pt + 1 for some integersp and t. Then Gk,l has presentation (x1 , x2 ; x2 = (x,%~")P).
G,., gg (xl , y; xlk = yDtfl),
-(x1 ) x, ) y; x: y-,t = y, x2 = y"), = -(Xl 3 "2 ) y; Xl k -t = xg = y, x2 = y"), 'i -(Xl , x2 ; x2 = (x17cX;t)p).
DEFINITION.
We denote by T the set of integers i such that either 1 i 1 < 3 or both i -1 and i + 1 are primes. THEOREM 1. Let k and 1 be integers such that 1 k / > 2, ( I/ 3 2 and at least one of k, 1 is not un element of T. Then 1 P(Gk.,[)l > 1.
Proof. Since P(G,,,) = P(G,,,), we can assume that 16 T. We suppose, first, that I-1 is not a prime. Let p be the least positive prime dividing l-l,andlettbesuchthatl-l=ppt.Tl~en~t~~2,andalso~t+l/~2, since otherwise we would have -2 < t < 0, so that t = -2 and p = 2; but then 1 = -3, which is a contradiction since I$ T. It follows from Lemma 2 that (xi*x;')~ x;" is of minimal length in Fz . Now I xrkx$ I = Ik(+Ilj,andj(s,~~~t)px~ll=IkIP+jlI,sinceif t>Othen ~(x~~x;~)' x;' 1 = / k I p + tp + 1 = ] k j p + 1 I[, while if t < 0, then
It follows that (~t'i~x;~)P XL' is not equivalent to (x,"x;")*~ in F2 , since these elements are minimal and have different lengths. Hence the elements (Xl , Sf ; qkxpl = 1) and (x1 , x2 ; (&x,"x;")" Y? - Now suppose that I-1 is a prime. Then since I$ T we must have -1 q! T and --I-1 is not a prime. From the special case proved above it follows that I P(G,,-,)I > 1, and so I P(G,J > 1, since P(G,,,) = P(G,,J. This proves the theorem. COROLLARY 1. Let k and 1 satisfy the conditions of the theorem. The?1 there is a presentation (x1, x8 ; R = l> of G,,, such that no automorphic image of R in Fz is oj-the form .xlrx~".
Proof. As in the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to consider the case I $ T and 1 -1 is not a prime. Let p and t be chosen as before, so that G,,[ has presentation (x1, x2 ; (xIi;.QP x;' = 1). Now if (x~~~s;~~)~' xgl is equivalent to xlrx~', then G,,, is isomorphic to G,>, , and so, by Lemma 1, either jr~-~k~and~s~=~Z~,orir]=~Elandls~=~ki.Itfollowseasily from this that xlpx~S is equivalent to x~%;~, and so (xIL&* s$ is equivalent to xl"x~~. This is a contradiction.
It has been shown by Shenitzer [3] that if G has presentation (xl ,..., xn ; R = l> and G is a nontrivial free product, then there is an automorphism $ of F, such that $R does not involve all of the free generators Xl ,~..) s, . Now Corollary 1 gives examples of groups (xi :..., x, ; R = 1, which are nontrivial free products of two free groups with an infinite cyclic subgroup amalgamated, even though no automorphic image of R in F, has the form ZV~ZO~ , where w1 and zus are nonidentity elements of F, which have no free generator x+~ in common; thus the obvious generalization of Shenitzer's result to free products with amalgamation is false. Then Ri = (xrk$i)Pi "Y;' is of minimal length in Fz , and its length is kP. Z + 1, so that Ri is not equivalent to Rf' if i +j, since kpi f I + kpj $ 1. Now (xl , x2 ; Ri := l> is an element of P(GP,I) (i = 1, 2 ,..., m), so that I P(Gu)l b m. We now show that Grusko's Theorem (see, e.g., [1] ) can be extended to a class of groups which includes the G,,, groups.
Let G be a finitely generated group and let H = {h, ,..., hn) and K = {kl ,..., k,,J be generating sets of G. The sets H and K are said to be Nielsen-equivalent if there exists an automorphism + of F, , with &vi = ZUi(N1 )...) xn), say, such that k, -zuB(h, ,... I h,,) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n).
We have:
THEOREM 2. Let G, and G, be Jinitely generated groups rvith normal subgroups L, and L, respectz%ely, such that L, and L, are isomorphic. Let P be the free product of G, and G, , amalgamating the subgroups L, and L, . If H = jh, ,..., hn) is a generating set of P, then H is Nielsen-equivalent to a generating set K = (k, ,..., k,) of P, where each ki has length either one or zero in P.
Proof. Let PI be the free product of the groups G,/L, and GaiLa, and let 0 be the natural homomorphism from P to PI . Then (Oh, ,..., Oh,} is a generating set of PI , and by Grusko's Theorem this set is Nielsen-equivalent to a generating set {al ,..., n,} of PI , where each ai has length either one or zero in PI . Let 4 be an automorphism of F, , with $xi = wi(xI ,..., x,), say, such that ai = ZUi(Blzr ,..., Oh,) (i = 1, 2 ,..., ~2). Then the set {k, ,..., k,), where ki = wi(h, ,..., hn) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), is a generating set of P which is Nielson-equivalent to {h, ,..., h,). We show that each ki has length either one or zero in P.
Suppose that some ki has length r greater than one. Let TI u Cl> and T, u (1) be coset representative systems ofL, in Gr andL, in Gs , respectively. Then we can write ki = kb, ... b, , tvherekEL,,bjET,~T,(j=1,2 ,..., r), and bj E TI if and only if bj+, E rs(j = 1, 2,..., Y -1). Thus Oki = f?kf%, ... db,. = 6b, -.* NJ,, since k E ker 0. Now Bb, # 1, since bj $ ker 6 (j = 1, 2 ,..., Y). Hence Ok, has length r in PI , since each $bj has length one, and Bbj E GJL, if and only if Bbj+r E Gz/Lz (j = 1, 2,..., r -1). This is a contradiction, since Bki = ai has length either one or zero in PI . This proves the theorem.
Remark.
We note that we regard each presentation (x1 ,..., x, ; R, = 1, R, = l,...) as defining a specific group G, the elements of G being the cosets of the normal closure {R1 , R, ,... }Fn of the set {RI , R, ,...} in F, ; by a presentation of G we mean a presentation of a group isomorphic to G (of course, if (S,, S, ,...I is a subset of F, such that {St , S, ,... jFn = {R, , R, ,... IF,, the group defined by the presentation (x1 ,..., x, ; S, = 1, S, = l,... > is actually G, and not just an isomorphic copy of G). We say that the presentation (xr ,..., xnZ ; Qr = 1, Qe =-l,...) of G can be obtained from, or it corresponds to the generating set {A, ,..., h,} of G, if ker t,!~ = (Qr , Q, ,...}Fm, where Z/I is the homomorphism fromF, to G such that $xi = hi (i = 1,2,..., m). Clearly, every presentation of G can be obtained from some generating set of G, and two presentations (x1 ,..., x, ; S, = 1, S, = l,.,. > and (x1 ,... xnZ ; Qr = 1, Qa = l,...) of G correspond to the same generating set of G if and only if {S, , S, ,... jFna = {Q1 , QZe ,... }r,n. We say that a generating set (h, ,..., hn} of G is a one relation generating set if there is a presentation (x1 ,..., x,~ ; R = 1) of G which corresponds to this set. Finally, we note that if {Jz, ,..., lzn} and (k, ,..., kn} are Nielsen-equivalent generating sets of G, where CJ : xi --> w& )... , x,,J is an automorphism of F,,z such that ki = wi(k, ,..., h,) (; = f , 2 ,..., rz), and (x1 ,..., X, ; S, = 1, S, = l,... > is a presentation of G corresponding to the generating set (h, ,..., h,), then (x1 ,..., 'rn ; $-rS, = 1, &?S", = I,.,.> is a presentation of G corresponding to the generating set  (k, ,..., A,) . Now G, i is the group defined by the presentation (x1 , xg ; x~%$ = 1); we denote by a,, a, the elements of G,,, corresponding to the generator symbols x1 , x.2 , respectively, in this presentation. From Theorem 2 and the above remarks it is easy to see that there is a transversal of the AT-equivalence classes of P(G& such that each element of this transversal corresponds to a one relation generating set of G,,, of the form jalr, azS). We now characterize those subsers of G,,, of the form iaIr, a z "> which are generating sets of G k,E * THEOREM 3.
Let r aild s be nonzero integers. Then (aIT, uzsj is n generatkg set of G,,, if and ozly if (Y, s) = (P, k) = (s, I) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that (7, S) = (P, R) = (s, E) = 1. Then (r, Sk) = (s, rl) = 1, Let "zi , ni(i = 1, 2) be integers such that rn?l + skn, = .slylg + r!nz = 1. Then since "l'i = asl, and similarly a, = (a,")k'z~(a,sjn'2. Thus (alr , ats) is a generating set of G,*, . Now suppose that {a,' , azs> is a generating set of G,,, . Then for each integer m there is an expression for arYR of the form Using the fact that alk(=a,z) is in the center of G,,, , we can obtain from Eq. (A) an expression of the form where q 3 0, K divides rt, , 1 divides st2 , no ri' or st' is zero, except possibly rI or sn', k does not divide yri' (if yi' # 0) and 1 does not divide ssi' (if si' f 0) (i'= 1, 2 ,...) q).
Let 9, and A, be the subgroups of G,,r generated by a, and a, , respectively. Then G,,, is the free product of these two subgroups, with the subgroup generated by alk amalgamated with the subgroup generated by aaE, the amalgamation being aI6 = a2C. Hence in Eq (B), ai"laitt belongs to the amalgamated subgroup, while no nonidentity element of the form a?' or a?' belongs to this subgroup. Thus, taking m = 1 in Eq. (B), we see that we must have 4 = 1 and sr' = 0 in this case. Let n be an integer such that st, = nl. Then we have
Since a, has infinite order in G,,, , it follows that r(tr + rr') + Kn = 1, and so (r, k) = 1. Similarly, we can show that (s, /) = 1.
We now take m = K in Eq. (B). Then we must have 4 = 0, so that al k = a~~,n;~,~ Since (r, K) = (s, I) = 1, it follows that k divides tr , and I divides t, . Let p, , q1 be integers such that t, = ApI and t, = @, . Then alk == a, a, l TKPl szae = akr~,+ksn~ .
Hence rp, + sp, = 1, and so (r, s) = 1. This proves the theorem.
Note.
Let {a,', aaS} be a generating set of G,,, and let mi , a~ (; = 1, 2) be chosen as in the theorem. Then the presentation is a presentation of G,,, corresponding to the generating set {arr, aas). To see this, we proceed as follows:
Using presentation (C), it can be shown that the presentation is also a presentation of G,;, corresponding to the generating set {qr, a2"). Thus {al', n2s} is a one-relation generating set of G,,r if and only if there exists an element R of F2 such that
